Invitation for Expression of Interest

Krishnapatnam International Leather Complex Private Limited is promoted by Government of Andhra Pradesh. KPILC is developing a state of art Leather Park in 360 acres of land under Mega Leather Cluster Scheme near Kothapatnam Village, Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh. Grant Thornton has been appointed Project Development Management Consultant.

In order to assess specific requirements of the leather industry, KPILC invites Expression of Interest from prospective entrepreneurs interested in establishing their units in the proposed Park. Interested entrepreneurs may download "Expression of Interest" from www.apiic.in and submit to the undersigned.

This invitation for Expression of Interest is only intended to assess the requirements of entrepreneurs and is not an invitation for allotment of plots.

Expression of Interest may be submitted before 10th February, 2014

Sd/- CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER